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Introduction
Physical-layer sensing is the first step in packet
classification and environmental awareness:
•

Intelligent interference detection and mitigation
(jamming/anti-jamming)

•

Spectrum access, utilization, and management

•

Awareness in densely occupied RF
environments
PBR Results by method: percent of ground truth locations

Methods
•
•

discovered per packet size, QPSK modulation

Generate over-the-air (OTA) wireless signals
from a custom USRP testbed

Testbed architecture design: baseband signals generated at Transmitter Control Node, then sent to Ground Truth

Signal variables considered:

Generator and OTA channel; sensed signals are saved as I/Q data, analyzed, and results are compared to Ground Truths

o
o

o

o

• Benchmarks for protocol-agnostic PBR have

Modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, GMSK, 16QAM)
Transmitter-receiver distance (0-2.5 meters)
Packet length (1000-4000 bytes, random length)

Data Analysis

Results

Sample size (50, 100 I/Q samples per bin)

Raw I/Q data split into sample bins for analysis

Performance per method highly dependent on
protocol configuration:

•

Ground truths collected from baseband data

•

Detect packet boundaries via statistical analysis

A. Signal amplitude, power, and spectral content
extracted from raw I/Q data
B. Sample bins were input to each of 11 statistical
algorithms for PBR:
A. Cross-correlation

•

KLD, distance correlation, variance, entropy
measurements performed well on BPSK,
QPSK, 8PSK

•

Most methods struggled with GMSK and
sequences of random packet length

B. Variance, covariance
D. Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD)

verified using known packet lengths and sample rate

PBR; combination of tests worth exploring

• Simultaneous time-frequency analysis

recommended for optimal feature discovery

Future Work

• RF Sensing for Digital Twin: protocol

networks (TCN) for robust PBR across all
modulation types, packet sizes and packet type
inference

F. Distance Correlation
H. Cross-Spectral Density (CSD)

C. Algorithm parameters tuned on baseband I/Q
data prior to OTA testing

transmitter and USRP B210 as receiver, with common host

• There is no single statistical test suitable for

• TCN-PBR: leverage temporal convolutional

E. Entropy, Cross-Entropy
G. Welch’s Method

Deployment: custom testbed leverages USRP N210 as

been established based on statistical analysis

inference to improve simulation of RF
interference in virtual networking environments

C. Pearson’s correlation

Heuristics: QPSK packet boundaries clearly visible;

Conclusions
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